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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
AUTOMATI C WELD TORCH GUIDANCE CONTROL SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
To improve automatic welding, a reliable and easily adaptable system for auto-
matic weld seam tracking has long been sought. Several sensing techniques have
been attempted, but their practical application has beeii extremely limited. The
development of a universal weld guidance system has not been totally solved, thus
far, due to a host of interferences and requirements that are mandatory toward
achieving precision welding. Everything from elect ro-induction transducers, to
mechanical feelers, to electro-optical sensing means have beer. tried. No sensing
technique seems to be totally adequate. Examples of the most troublesome problem
areas are the aerospace requirement of noncontaet sensing, material holddown clamp
interference, weld joint upset, sensor proximity changes, magnetic characteristics of
the material and fixturing, momentary loss of signal, intense weld heat, surface
scratches, weld joint preparation, thermal expansion, and interference with tooling
and equipment peculiar to the different weld processes.
Of all the techniques attempted, closed circuit television (CCTV) seems to hold
the most universal promise. As a result, a Marshall Space Flight Center Director's
Discretionary Fund applied research project was proposed and initiated in 1979 to
develop a reliable and more accurate, fully digital, automatic weld seam tracking
system. The system proposed and developed features a Charge Injection Device (CID)
digital CCTV camera combined with microprocessor control. This state-of-the-art
combination of sensing and control overcomes many of the adversities which previously
severely limited the use of weld guidance control systems. For instance, the capacity
to make complex real time decisions significantly improves the system's performance.
The result of this development effort is a reliable weld torch guidance system
capable of tracking accuracies of X0.2 mm, or better, on square butt, V - groove , and
lap joint welds. Because of many unique features of this development, a patent
application has been filed.
Highlights of this new system, and how reliability is achieved, is discussed in
the following sections.
II. SYSTEM COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
The major goal of this project was to improve overall weld seam tracking per-
formance. Tbis was accomplished by providing a better defined tracking signal, by
incorporating a more accurate and reliable control system, and by solving, or mini-
mizing, inherent problems encountered on earlier seam tracking system developments.
The adverse effects of many of the prior problem areas were minimized by initial
planning including the types of system components selected. Figure 1 is a block
diagram of the system and Figures 7 and 8 are photographs of the prototype opera-
tione system.
l-
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There are two primary subsystems which vastly increase the reliability and
	 i
tracking accuracy of this newly developed system. One subsystem is the use of a
digital CID solid state CCTV camera as the seam tracking intelligence sensing element.
The other major subsystem is the microorocessor controller whose mathematical analysis
capability is a major contributor.
The complete guidance and control system is composed of the following major
components and subsystems as reference to Figure 1:
1. A Commercially Available CID Solid State CCTV Camera (1) , Lens (2) ,
Camera Controller C), and Video Monitor (4).
The unique features of this CID camera system are its array of solid state
individual light sensing video elements, called pixels, and its digitized video output
in an 8-bit parallel word format. Digital video output is at a 4.5-megahertz rate and
is used by this seam tracking development for signal analysis and system control.
Video information is obtained from the level of light impinging on each of the more
than 60,000 light sensing elements. When the CID TV camera is in operation, a
voltage potential is set on each pixel which is dependent on the instantaneous light
intensity impinging upon that pixel. Through conventional scanning means, each
pixel is sequeptially scanned and its electrical equivalent of the light level digitized
as an 8-bit parallel word. This 8-bit word is then placed on output lines as signal
data. There ire 244 rows of 248 pixels each on the camera's 16-mm format solid state
sensor. Since each pixel is spatially fixed, reliable geometric accuracy and stability
for control applications is assured.
2. A Specially Developed Signal Control Subsystem Which Is Composed of the
;h Speed Buffer Memory (6), Buffers (5 and 7), High Speed Memory
Select Circuit (8), and Control Circuit (9).
This interfacing circuitry development was necessary because the 4.5-
megahertz digital data output of the CID camera controller is much too high in fre-
quency to transfer data to the slower microprocessor in real time. Therefore, it was
necessary to develop a high speed buffer memory and memory control circuit to
receive and temporarily store data from the CID camera system. Since only one
horizontal line of pixels per field is used to obtain tracking data, the control circuit
automatically selects the correct line of pixels for interrogation and stores data from
each pixel of that line in buffer memory. The microprocessor then transfers this
data to system memory, when needed. It then releases the high speed control circuit
to obtain, and store, updated data from the same centrally located horizontal line of
pixels. Data is thus updated every 33 msec (every other vertical sync puise).
3. A Standard 8080 Microprocessor System (10).
The 8080 microprocessor system is used for data analysis, decision making,
and central control.
4. A Commercially Available Digital Stepping Motor (12) and Stepping Motor
Controller (11) .
The digital motor and controller is used for cress-seam control and was
chosen for its precision control capability. Each pulse to t ,.r motor rotates the shaft
1.8 deg and each complete rotation of the shaft moves the truss seam actuator 1.59
mm. Therefore, each pulse to the motor moves the cross seam actuator 0.0079 mm.
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The motor controller is programmable to generate from 1 to 255 pulses to the digital
motor for each control pulse input. For this application, the controller is programmed
to generate 6 motor pulses for each control pulse, which is approximately the distance
between pixels,
5. A Non-Coherent, Fiber Optic Light Source (23) .
Background illumination is not critical. However, a fiber optic cable to
supply the illumination was considered ideal for this application due to the uniformity
of its light output and small cable.
6. A Mechanical Cross Seam Actuator (24).
III. SYSTEM OPERATION
To generate the tracking signal, the camera ar:d lens are mounted perpendicular
to the workpiece, focused, and apprcximately aligned with the joint. The camera
field of view is magnified through the lens system before impinging on the pixel array
per Figure 4. By illuminating the viewing area with extra background light, a typical
joint image (Fig. 2) is displayed on the monitor. This particular type image is due to
both the camera lens and the illumination source being perpendicular to the workpiece.
Joining edges of the two weldment sections will reflect very little light into the camera
and are displayed as a dark line on a video monitor. Light from the reflective metal
surface is displayed as the white background. Thus, the black stripe (Fig. 2) is
the weld joint whose width depends on the width of the weld joint chamfer, or gap.
Each pixel has an 8-bit digital output with a theoretical maximum resolution of 0 to
255 (shades of gray) to indicatd: light intensity. Zero is the darkest, no light, and
255 the brightest.
Since the CID (^Pmera is not a standard television camera, the TV controller was
designed to output a video format to function with a conventional television monitor
requiring two interlaced! fields of 262 horizontal video lines. Each field is triggered
by a vertical sync pulse every 33 msec with each video line being triggered by a
horizontal sync pulse. These two sync pulses are generated by the camera controller
and are used as the control signals for taking tracking data. Because the CID camera
has only 244 horizontal lines of pixels, each line is displayed twice in sequence and
the remaining 18 lines are blanked (Fig. 2) . This scheme thus provides the required
262 lines per field.
Since there are only 232 active pixels per horizontal line, the other 16 are pur-
posely blanked by the camera controller. To calibrate the system, it is only necessary
to place a millimeter scale along the horizontal viewing area of the camera. From the
TV monitor, the width of the viewing area can be read. This width divided by 232
will determine the distance between pixels in millimeters. All system measurements and
corrections are thus referenced to numbers-of-pixels.
For prealignment , it is only necessary to see the weld joint image on the video
monitor. A software program, called preweld alignment loop, will automatically align
the torch with the joint upon command. The system will search the entire viewing
area and select the widest dark area as the joint. To begin the preweld alignment, a
vertical sync pulse enters the control circuit setting a counter circuit. Each horizon-
tal sync pulse is then sequentially counted. At horizontal syrrc.-pulse number 128, in
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approximately the center of the camera pixel array, the control circuit opens gates
of the memory select and buffer circuits. This allows one line of data to fill the
next 256 high speed memory locations with 8 - bit data words. There are 24 of these
data words that are purposely blanked to coincide with the 232 active pixels per
horizontal line. Therefore, only data from 232 pixels are availat'e to use in the
tracking signal calculations. The next horizontal pulse closes the gates and sets a
flag to signal the microprocessor that data have been received. When the micropro-
cessor completes the data analysis on the last data cycle, it opens the control gates
of the buffer and memory select circuits and allows one line of data to be transferred
into the main processor memory. Gates to buffer and memory select circuits are then
closed and the control circuit is set to obtain another line of data when triggered by
another vertical sync pulse. Data is taken every other vertical sync pulse to utilize
the same horizontal line positron on the camera pixel array.
After the preweld alignment mode, this system has two modes of tracking opera-
tion, the initial tracking alignment mode and the final tracking mode. During the:
preweld and initial tracking alignment modes, there is no calculated light level refer-
ence value to compare with new data to locate the weld joint. Therefore, a digital binary
value of 20 is placed in memory and used as a reference. The binary value of 20 was
determined from test data that indicated good signal data for the joint must be below
this value. As each data word is transferred to the microprocessor register, it is
compared with the reference value. Any data above 20 is a logic 1 and data below
20 is it logic 0. or weld joint.
When the joint inaaage is located. the system will then determine the number of
corrective motor drive pulses required a., align the torch with tine cetntcr of the joint.
This is accomplished by calculating how man y
 pixels the center of the image is from
tine reference pixel on the horizontal data line. For this system, the reference pixel
chosetn is number 116 which is approximately the center of the horizontal data line.
Adjustments rare then made to correct and maintain torch alignment with the center of
the joint. The signial generated by the one horizontal line of 232 pixels will be simi-
lair to Figure 3. Relative darkness and lightness of the signal will depend on the
amount of illumination and the reflective surface.
After the initial aah6ni sent cycle is completed, the system automatically transfers
to the finial tracking mode. Al this tin ge, it reference 'light level value, called flexible
decision level (Fig. 3) is calculated tend stored in memor' • . This calculated reference
level replaces they binary 20 reference in the above initial] alignment mode. The track
ing reference light leve r is -,etermined by calculating the average of the %,bite pixel
digital values and the av(- =•aage of the dark, or joint, pixel digital values. Then the
mict•opt•oc^c^ssur calculates the average between these two values as tine flexible decision
level. Each tracking sil;'tnai data word input is compared to this v- ,a ue. Any data
Ilbove the decision level value is as logic 1. or background light. and tiny daatat below
the decision level value is it logic 0, or weld joint. Continually updated every 48
data cycles, this decision level value compensates for any changes in illumination, or
wcrkpiece, reflectance. This decision level value is ailso displayed as a hexidecimal
number on the front panel of the motor .x)ntroller for visual monitoring.
Another visual display is the ti-ticking indicator light located in the same dis
play with the decision level value. 'rhe purpose of this light is to give the operator
it visual indication when the system is tracking the joint. During tracking, this
light is on, and when tracking operation stops, the light immediately turns off.
While in the tracking mode, damaged areas on the workpiece may cause errone-
ous data to be generated. To eliminate this possibility of using false data from a
scratched, or ;pitted area, only data from a small viewing area on either side of the
joint is used to calculate tracking data. This flexible window technique is accom-
plished by first calculating the joint width and then adding to this value twice the
average error correction value plus 12 pixels (6 pixels either side of the joint). The
microprocessor only reads data from this small number of pixels to calculate further
tracking data.
In summary, for each horizontal line of data (232 pixels) placed in the high
speed memory, the microprocessor calculates the weld joint width, the error correc-
tion, the average of the last eight error corrections, and a new tracking signal
window width. It stores these value,-j in RAM memory. New data is compared to
stored values by the microprocessor to make sure the new data is valid before mt kirg
any corrections or updating stored values. If the new data is valid, the error signal
correction is fed to the drive motor controller which sends the required pulses to the
drive motor to move the weld torch to the center of the joint. If the error correction
is more than the average of the last eight error corrections, plus four pixels, the
system will consider this as erroneous data, make an error correction equal to the
average error of the last eight data cycles, and then input another line of data. For
each erroneous data cycle, the flexible window will open in increments to search for
the joint until the complete viewing area is utilized. A valid data signal will again
close the window.
This automatic weld are guidance system, as configured, will only guide a
torch along a relatively straight joint. This is because the signal sensing element
and the weld torch head are mounted on the same actuator in a fixed position rela-
tive to each other. By utilizing separate actuators for the signal sensing element
and the weld torch head, the microprocessor is capable of accurately controlling the
weld torch along nonuniform curved joints by using the method of delayed data feed-
back. This can be accomplished by storing in real time both travel speed and data
in memory. The system would then output the data to the torch head controller at
the correct time to maintain tracking along the weld joint. Also, this delayed feed-
back system could be used for multipass welding by using a permanent type storage
and replay.
A significant advantage of this new weld guidance system is its wide range of
flexibility. Being microprocessor controlled, the software can be readily changed,
or modified, to optimize the system's performance for a given set of welding condi-
tions. For a general understanding of the software functions, review Figure 3,
IV. DISCUSSION
This section consists of an explanation of the most important new features of
the tracking system. These features, along with the CID camera, increase the
reliability and accuracy of this system as compared with prior automatic seam tracking
system developments.
A. Loss of Signal Provisions
One of the major problems with prior art optical, and CCTV, systems was the
loss of tracking wit,; a temporary loss of signal. Since this system has it tricroprocessor 	
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with memory, it is capable of comparing data and making decisions. A continuous
average of the last eight error corrections is maintained in memory. If the signal
is lost, the system will make the average error correction to continue tracking on
the same general path. This average error correction will continue for a preset
number of data cycles unless a good tracking signal is received. If no tracking
signal appears during the preset number of data cycles, the system will stop the
tracking operation and output a signal to shut down the torch travel and weld power
systems. This tracking feature vastly improves the reliability of the CCTV tracking
system. Also, the microprocessor makes a comparative check with each tracking
signal received. If the data are not within a preprogrammed tolerance, the system
will treat the tracking signal as missed data and make the average error correction
to maintain the same travel path. Typically, the system will travel down the average
path and shut down in approximately 1 sec if the tracking signal is not reinitiated.
B. Flexible Signal Window
Another important feature incorporated in this system is the flexible tracking
window. This feature forces the system to ignore the surface condition of the
material (scratches,  pitted areas, spots, etc.) , except those very near the joint.
When the system first begins tracking, it automatically locks onto the joint. At this
time the viewing area utilized in the computation of tracking data decreases to a very
small area either side of the joint.
This window effect is accomplished by using the microprocessor to first compute
the joint width. Then twice the average ;reprogrammed error correction is added to
the joint width. To this combination, a predetermined number of pixels is added
which is dependent on the allowable skew rate and the maximum amount of correction
desired. For demonstration purposes, the window for this development system is
programmed to close to approximately 0.4 mm either side of the joint ('Fig. 5). This
window serves two purposes. First, the system operates much faster because, once
initialized, data is taken only from the small area within the window. Second, any
problem areas outside the small window will not affect the tracking reliability of the
system.
After this window has peen calculated and closed, it will stay closed for the
duration of the weld unless missed, or errone%,..,s, data is obtained. If the weld joint
is lost and not immediately located, the window Y-Al open a preset increment each data
cycle until the full viewing area is searched. During this opening process, the
window will recluse at the end of any cycle when true data is again obtained. From
this small window, tracking data is calculated and updated each data cycle. This
flexible window technique minimizes the chances of a tracking error due to changes
in the surface condition of the material or to extraneous reflected light.
C. Flexible Decision Level
In earlier CCTV systems, illumination adjustment was critical in both intensity
and angle of incidence. Also, any change in light intensity or reflective surface of
the material created possible problems due to a change in the detected tracking
signal. This problem has been solved by the flexible decision and updating its value.
Only the pixels inside the flexible window are used to calculate tracking data.
From this small group of pixels, the average of the light pixel digital values and the
s
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average of the dark pixel digital values is calculated. Then the digital value of the
midpoint between these two averages is calculated as the new decision level. When
received, the digital signal data is either a logic 1 or a logic 0. Any signal data
above the decision level value is a logic 1, or background. Any signal data below
the decision level is a logic 0, or weld joint. Since the decision level is continually
calculated and updated , any reasonable change in the illumination, or reelected light,
will not affect the tracking signal.
D. Scratch Tracking Elimination
Features were designed into the system that minimize the possibility of moving
off the weld joint and tracking a scratch, or indentation, in the surface of the
material. First, for a scratch to interfere with tracking, it must be within the small
tracking window. The two most important features to minimise this problem are the
preset maximum number of pixel corrections and the preset minimum pixel joint width
the system will track. The maximum number of pixel corrections is set according to
the desired tolerance. If the system attempts to make a correction of more than the
allowable number of pixels, the microprocessor will take this data as erroneovs and
make a correction equal to the average of the last eight data cycles. This average
correction will continue the torch along the same path.
By presetting the minimum joint width, the system will ignore any scratches,
or indentations, that are less than this value. When tracking a V-groove, the joint
is wide enough that ell normal scratches can be ignored. Problems can occur with
square butt joints where small scratches may be wider than thc: joint. This condition
would be a problem only when the scratches are very near the joint and run parallel,
or almost parallel, to the joint. To avoid this problem, edges of the butt joint can
be slightly chamfered. Chamfering will make the butt joint appear wider and allow
the minimum tracking width to be increased. Thus, small scratches are ignored.
Because of this possible problem with square butt joints, a prototype handheld
tool was developed to .-hamfer the edge of the workpiece as described in Figure 6.
This tool allows a small chamfer to be easily, and quickly, cut on the edge of the
material which would have minimal effect on welding. This is especially true with the
new Variable Polarity P.asma Are (VPPA) techniquc of welding, since cut or ragged
edges no longer cause aluminous porosity.
V. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES
Summarized herein are the salient features of the new automatic weld seam track-
ing development and the primary contributions of each feature relative to improved
performance over prior art in this area of technology.
1. Use of the CID type CCTV dir.tal camera system improves:
a. Black-to-white definition where very bright objects are surrounded by
a dark background. This feature results in significantly reduced blooming, or Wash-
out, of critical video signal data.
b. Seam tracking intelligence signal resolution due to the 8-bit digital
video signal.
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c. Signal-to-noise ratio.
d. System accuracy due to the fixad placement cf the solid state pixel
light sensing array t ,rhich replaces *he hitherto used electron beam type camera
Vidicon tube.
1. Placement of both the CCTV camera and background illumination source
directly above V-a weld joint, as required, to minimize the adverse effects of:
a. Wellment holddown Oxturing.
b. Sensor-to-work droxirvty changrcs.
c. Magnetic characteristics of both the weldment material and fixturing.
d. Weld arc heat and intense light.
e. Weld joint varying upset wherein flatness of the weld joint is not
uniform.
Z. Automatic flexible electronic window feature reduces the adverse effects of:
a. Scratches, pits, and nonhomogeneous surface finish of the weldment
material.
b. Extraneous reflected light.
4. Automatic flexible digital logic decision level feature minimizes:
a. The amount of necessary background illumination.
b. Effects of changes in weldment Surface retiectance.
c. The c-iticality of background illumination stability.
5. Path averaging solves many of the problems associated with:
a. Momentary loss-of-signal.
b. Tracking over track welds.
c. End-of-weld closeout error due to loss of signal.
6. Preset tracking tolerance helps minimize
a. False tracking of skewed scratches.
b. Trac%ing error.
7. Digital motor and motor contro ! ler improves:
a. System accuracy.
b. System stability.
F]
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c. Predetermination of system behavior should performance values require
	
i t
change.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The result of this Center Director ' s Discretionary Fund development is a vastly
improved weld seam tracking control system. A tracking accuracy of ±0.2 mm is a
factor of 2 to 3 times better than prior systems developed at MSFC , and the system
is also very flexible from the standpoint of controls. Being microprocessor controlled,
the software can be readily changed, or modified, to optimize the system 's performance
for a given set of welding conditions.
During the initial planning stages of ' his project, a set of desired performance
goals were proposed. These goals were (1) develop a fully digital and reliable system.
(2) provide sensed centerline tracking accuracy of at least }0.81 mm, ( 3) measure
sensed joint width to at least ±0.81 mm, ( 4) provide video output for user monitor,(5) software provision for delayed, or replay, of joint tracking, -nd (6) system be
applicable to square butt, V-groove, or fillet welds. All these initial performance
goals were either met or exceeded. Tracking accuracy and joint width measurements
are both to an accuracy of better thin }0.2 mm.
Using Cie prototype translation system presently available for tests, a skew(cross seam) rate up to 10 mm /sec can be achieved. It is estimated that this skew
rate is sufficient for more than 98 percent of all weldments made with automatic weld
syst •^ -ms. However, this rate may be increa-ed by utilizing a faster response trans-
lator system.
For some applications, especially VPI^A as well as TGA (TIG) welding, a delayed
:eedback feature will be required. Such a feature allows the signal sensor to obtain
tracking data well ahead of the welding arc and feed the corrective position data, at
the correct instant, back to the weld head position controller. In this type welding,
the wirefeed mechanism almost always makes it impossible to mount the camera as near
the welding are as desired. Since most welding for spacecraft is accomplished with
the fillwire process, it would greatly enhance automatic tracking if the camera were
mounted in a convenient location ahead of the wirefeed. Therefore, plans are now
underway to develop the delayed feedback feature and incorporate it into the existing
prototype automatic-weld tracking system for test and demonstration purposes.
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I	 i	 I	 I
I	 ^	 I	 IiI	 ,	 I
ILLUMINATED AREA
^	 ^ I
WORK PIECE
FIELD OF VIEW
Figure 4. Simplified view of camera, lens, and workpiece.
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.012 ±.003 FIXED
CHAMFER DEPTH
WORKPIECE
15 ± 30
 FIXED
CHAMFER
ANGLE
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	 TRACKING WINDOW
CAMERA VIEWING AREA 	 DURING NORMAL OPERATION
WORKPIECE
JOINT
mod/ L-ELECTRONICALLY BLANKED
AREA DURING NORMAL OPERATION
Figure 5. Tracking window.
Figure 6. Square butt weld chamfering requirement
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3SEND SIGNAL TO SHUTDOWN THE WELD I b
TORCH AND WELD TRAVEL.
STORE NEW VIDEO DATA IN HIGH SPEED l
aMEMORY.
PLACE SEAM TRACKING STEPPING MOTOR (C
IN RESET (HOLD) MODE.
RE—DETERMINE AND DISPLAY NEW PRE--I,
WELD SIGNAL DECISION LEVEL.
STORE NEW VIDEO DATA IN HIGH SPEED IdMEMORY BUFFER. RELEASE STEPPING MOTOR FROM RESET I hMODE.
DETERMINE AND DISPLAY PRE -WELD le
SIGNAL DECISION LEVEL. SET WINDOW WIDTH TO WIDEST VALUE. li
START	 1
NO	 HAS THE "START"
	 YES
SWITCH BEEN ACTI-
VATEO? /	 CONTINUE TO THE INITIAL WELD
SEAM TRACKING LOOP.
a. Prewled i6igiiment loop
Figure 9. Flow chart of autumatic welt] torah guidance control program.
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A WELD SEAM FOUND?
YES
NO
IS THIS
	
m
THE BTH MISS IN A
ROMP?
YES
OkiGliiAL I AGr 18
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1
fHE INITIAL TRACKING
IS THIS THE	 YES	 LOOP HAS BEEN COM—40TH INITIAL PRO—	 Z PLETEO; CONTINUE TO
GRAM CYCLE?
	
THE FINAL TRACKING
LOOP.
STORE NEW VIDEO DATA IN THE HIGH I d
SPEED MEMORY.
SEARCH FOR THE POSITION OF THE I k
WIDEST WELD SEAM. INCREASE THE WINDOW WIDTH. 	 I n
USE THE STEPPING MOTOR TO CORRECT( 0
ANY WELD POSITION ERROR.
CALCULATE ANEW WINDOW WIDTH. I P
Qj
THE WELD SEAM CANNOT BE FOUND;
RETURN TO THE BEGINNING OF THE
PROGRAM.
b. Initial weld seam tracking loop.
Figure 9. (Continued) .
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IN A ROW?
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CALCULATE THE AVERAGE ERROR AND THE I qAVERAGE WELD WIDTH FOR COMPARISON.
s
HAVE 48
	 Y
PRO!COMPLETED?
RAM CYCLES BEEN
NO
STORE NEW VIDEO DATA IN THE HIGH SPEED IdMEMORY.
EVERY 48 PROGRAM CYCLES
CALCULATE AND DISPLAY A 	 r
NEW SIGNAL DECISION LEVEL.
USE THE STEPPING MOTOR TO CORRECT I u
THE AVERAGE ERROR.
SEARCH FOR THE WELD SEAM POSITION, USE
THE AVERAGE ERROR AND THE AVERAGE WELD t 	 INCREASE THE WINDOW WIDTH.	 n
WIDTH FOR COMPARISON.
	
USE THE STEPPING MOTOR TO CORRECT ANY 0
	 QjWELD POSITION ERROR. 
TAE WELD SEAM CANNOT BE FOUND; RETURN
TO THE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM.
CALCULATE A NEW WINDOW WIDTH.	 Ip
c. Final weld seam tracking loop.
Figure 9. (Concluded).
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